SAIE OR SIG, ORSSA Pretoria and Resolve present

Cloud Collaboration for the Supply Chain of Tomorrow

20 February 2014, 17:00 for 18:00
Jupiter Building, 47 Landmarks Ave, Kosmosdal, Samrand, Centurion, Pretoria (S 25 55'43.9" | E 28 8'33.6")

RSVP online at saiie-or-20feb.eventbrite.com
Directions: www.resolvesp.com/contact-us/find-us.aspx
Inquiries: elias.willems@up.ac.za

Trevor Lambiotte & Andrew Brits, Resolve. Trevor’s presentation will explore the practical use of community based, cloud-computing platforms in improving efficiency and control in the supply chain. Andrew’s talk will focus on the general cloud infrastructure, and how grid computing has changed the thinking behind supply chain applications and decision support algorithms.
Programme

17:00 - Snacks and networking
18:00 - Introduction
18:10 - Cloud Collaboration for the Supply Chain of Tomorrow
19:10 - Networking

Cloud Collaboration for the Supply Chain of Tomorrow

Trevor Lambiotte and Andrew Brits

The presentation will cover key, macro trends in technology that are driving or enabling cloud-computing platforms designed around specific business communities. It will further position how these trends are translating into new and innovative ways to address core Supply Chain objectives. Lastly, the presentation will relay the relevance and implication of these solutions to the South African and indeed African market, indicating the risks and opportunities facing our dynamic world in exploiting these solutions. Throughout, reference will be made to leading research, real world examples and anecdotal stories to support the presentation objectives.

Every evolutionary technology has been associated with a step change in the quality and efficiency in which we go about our daily lives and the way in which we do business. The bigger the scope of the technology, the bigger the influence. This presentation will explore the use of community based platforms that span multiple organisations and how that extended scope of application can be leveraged to drive value.

About the presenter

Trevor Lambiotte, Business Manager, Unit Manager, Resolve Solution Partners. Trevor has an academic background in Industrial Engineering and a Masters in Information Technology. Both were obtained through the University of Pretoria. Trevor is currently pursuing his CSCP certification through the Association for Operations Management, APICS.

Trevor started his career in management consulting. He subsequently focused in the consulting of niche execution solutions in the forecasting, replenishment and inventory optimisation space. Trevor’s attention has been extended to the strategic and tactical level in the form of financial, demand, assortment and supply planning. More recently, Trevor has been working on solutions that span demand, supply and logistics in multi-party environments.

Trevor has worked at an executive level with some of the world’s leading and dynamic organisations from around the world, including: Levi Strauss & Co., Provide Commerce & cooking.com, Restoration Hardware & Sit ’n Sleep, Bevmo (USA), SuperDry (UK), IceBreaker (New Zealand), Strandbags (Australia), Pick n Pay, Shoprite, and IMPERIAL (South Africa). Trevor combines his multi-national project experience with his background in efficient system/process design to manage the implementation of sustainable optimisation solutions.

About the sponsor

This event is proudly sponsored by Resolve. Resolve is a newly formed venture that merges Imperial Group companies Volition, e-Logics and associated Consulting, Technology and Managed Services businesses within the group. The separate entities operated successfully over more than a decade, with key synergies now being embraced to offer their clients holistic, end-to-end solutions.